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【Abstract】 In contemplating intellectual property（IP）policy to drive growth, it is important to understand past
experience and use that understanding to shape future perspective. This paper will provide perspective on the IP
system’s past, specifically over the last 10 years. It will then examine the IP system today. And finally, this paper will
look forward, in an effort not to predict the future but to provide a sense for what policy makers will need to consider to
align the IP system with clear technological and economic trends, to optimally participate in global economic opportunity
as we move into the third decade of the 21st century. Though much of this paper focuses on the U.S. system, the
points explored apply globally.
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1.

junction if the defendant loses, to extort billions of

Past Ten Years

dollars from unsuspecting, risk-adverse companies through settlements or licenses.

Ten years ago, there was widespread belief that the
IP system was “broken.”

That was certainly true in

The pat-

ent troll provides no value to the patent system,
other than to line its own pockets.

Rather, it sti-

the U.S., and likely in other countries as well although

fles innovation and increases frivolous litigation.

not in Japan.

Patent troll litigation is on the rise, and it is time

too strong.

It was believed that U.S. patents were
Included in this belief was concern over

for targeted defendants to fight back.2

abuse of the patent system and fear of patent trolls,
companies which hold patents but do not actually use

In fact, concerns over trolls became so prevalent

the patented technologies to make products.1 A 2006

that they began shaping major companies’ actions.

article captured the concern over trolls and how they

For example, cloud service providers such as Amazon,

utilize patents, describing them as :

Google, and Microsoft, reshaped their agreements with
users to provide better protection against─and deter

a creature of opportunity.

54

Patent trolls take full

in the first place─suits by patent trolls. 3

The

advantage of the expense facing a patent infringe-

underlying logic was that patent-holding trolls were

ment defendant, the inherent unpredictability of

willing to threaten small users of these cloud services,

jury outcomes and the threat of a permanent in-

who might be unable to bear the risks involved in
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fighting against trolls.4

The cloud providers hoped

And the U.S. judiciary’s role in cutting patent

that by offering stronger protection to their customers

strength has not been limited to its case decisions.

and forcing trolls suing them to go up against not just

2015, the Judicial Conference heightened the pleading

small, unsophisticated entities, but also the large cloud

standards for patent cases, adding new requirements in

p ro v i d e r s b e h i n d t h e m , s u c h s u i t s w o u l d b e

law suit pleadings making it more exacting for a patent

preempted, at least to a degree.

5

holder to enforce its rights against an alleged infring-

Courts and legislators, especially in the United
States, heeded the concerns over the patent system
and acted in response.

In a series of cases, all within

the last 10 to 15 years, the U.S. Supreme Court has cut
away at the strength of patents.

In

The 2006 eBay

er.11
U.S. legislators have also worked during the past ten
years to scale back the patent system.

Most notable

was the 2011 passage of the America Invents Act, or
AIA.

Among other changes, the AIA introduced a

decision stopped “automatic” injunctions against

post-grant review system, providing a robust new op-

patent infringement, and has resulted in fewer

portunity to invalidate granted patent rights.12 Proce-

injunctions being sought and granted.6 The next year,

dures involved in one form of post-grant review, Inter

the Supreme Cour t in KSR reframed how the

Partes Review, reflect these goals.

“nonobviousness” requirement for patentable

assessing a patent in these reviews, there is no pre-

inventions is assessed, making the analysis less rigid

sumption of validity, thus making it easier to invalidate

and more exacting, and making it more difficult to

patents using this system.13

7

secure patent rights.

For example, in

Other parts of the AIA

In 2014, in a decision described

made it easier to submit prior art during patent prose-

as “clearly concerned about preventing patent drafters

cution, enlarged the kinds of documents that qualify as

from intentionally injecting ambiguity into claims［,］”

prior art and removed subjective elements of the U.S.

t h e S u p re m e C o u r t a l t e re d t h e s t a n d a rd f o r

patent system like its “first to invent” rule.14 It is fair

indefiniteness in Nautilus, creating a “reasonable

to say the AIA was largely about addressing perceived

certainty” test and rejecting the previous standard

abuses in the U.S. patent system brought on by its ex-

under which indefiniteness meant “‘not amenable to

treme strength.

construction’ or ‘insolubly ambiguous.’”8

That same

mented on the Congressional Record during the Floor

year, its holdings in Octane Fitness and Highmark

debate on the AIA : “The America Invents Act will . . .

afforded district court judges more discretion in

improve the quality of patents that are issued ; and it

deciding whether fee-shifting is proper in patent cases,

will provide more certainty in litigation . . . . Patents of

thereby making it easier to award attorneys’ fees.9

low quality and dubious validity . . . enable patent trolls

The Supreme Court also reduced the reach of the

who extort unreasonable licensing fees from legitimate

patent system by limiting the scope of patentable

businesses, and constitute a drag on innovation.”15

subject matter in the Mayo, Myriad, and Alice cases,
which are discussed below.

And finally, earlier this

As one member of Congress com-

State legislatures also joined in on efforts to rein in
patent strength.

As of May 2014, over half of U.S.

year, the Supreme Court limited the strength of patent

states had passed or introduced patent legislation, and

rights in the Lexmark case, holding that the patent

“ s］ome new state laws allow
it was reported that ［

exhaustion doctrine─which precludes patent holders

companies to sue so-called ‘patent trolls’ in state

from enforcing their patent rights after selling a

courts, while setting tougher rules around demand let-

patented product─automatically applies（and cannot

ters─such as a requirement for clear evidence that a

be circumvented）, even when the patented item is sold

company has infringed on a patent, rather than vague

outside the U.S.10

accusations.”16
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Despite these major reforms to the U.S. patent sys-

standard. 21

Royalty stacking posits that, as SEPs

tem between about 2006 and 2011, concerns persisted.

proliferate, royalties will add up to such a high level

Prominent among such concerns was the occurrence

that the cost of the SEP-implementing products will

of “patent wars.”

rise to where manufacturing these products will no

The smartphone patent war, in

which the most notable opponents were─and indeed

longer be viable. 22

remain─Apple and Samsung, became so extensive

norms are broken contends that these norms, under

that it was estimated up to $20 billion had been spent

which SSOs require that members license their

on litigating and buying patents in the course of just

applicable patents on terms that are “Fair, Reasonable,

two years.

17

And the notion that F/RAND

But the reality over the past ten years,

and Non-Discriminatory,” are failing to protect against

and much further back than that, is that patent

excessively high SEP royalties, thus detracting from

litigation is more complex than can be captured in a

their intended pro-competitive effect. 23

single dispute, or even a series of related ones.

And

these theories each sounded intimidating and plausible

even while some claimed the patent wars were a sign

ten years ago, intervening data has shown there is no

litigation remained out of control, in the last few years

evidence that hold-up, royalty stacking, and the

18

at least, it has exhibited some decline.

Though

In addition,

m a l a d i e s t h e y c l a i m t o i m p o s e o n s t a n d a rd s

history tells us that industries experiencing patent

implementers actually occur.24 Yet, even though all of

wars in the past have not only survived their wars, but

these phenomena─and, by implication, any frictions

thrived during and afterwards.

19

Nevertheless, the

they were thought to have caused─have been proven

patent “wars” of the last decade have been viewed by

non-existent, concerns persist counter-factually.

many as evidence that patents are primarily pre-

These erroneous concerns have infected the global

emptive in nature and that only further legislative

discussion around IP and standards, and have remained

weakening of patent protection will avoid stifled

consequential components of calls for further reform.

innovation.

These views are perhaps best captured

Just as courts and the U.S. Congress acted in re-

by influential U.S. Judge Richard Posner, who, as

sponse to general discontent with the IP system, anti-

reported in a 2012 article, said : “There’s real chaos”

trust regulators heeded the cries for reform by acting

and “［ t］he standards for granting patents are too

against SEP holders over the last ten years.

loose.”

20

Authori-

ties in the U.S., Europe, and Asia launched investiga-

Adding to the perception that the patent system was

tions and suits against standards contributors.

For

exceeding its proper bounds was the supposed friction

example, in April 2014 the European Commission

between standard essential patents and the antitrust

found that Motorola’s attempts at enjoining Apple for

regime.

infringing Motorola’s SEPs violated the EU’s antitrust

Standard essential patents, or SEPs, are pat-

ents that standard-setting organizations, or SSOs, des-

rules.25

ignate as a requirement for meeting a technical stan-

Fair Trade Commission’s（KFTC）Guidelines for Re-

The “friction” with antitrust, it was believed,

view of Unreasonable Exercise of Intellectual Property

comes in the form of phenomena such as patent hold-

Rights included redefining SEPs and more broadly de-

up and royalty stacking and broken F/RAND norms.

fining what constitutes abusive action by those holding

The theory of patent hold-up portends that SEP hold-

SEPs.26

ers will take advantage of their status as a mandatory

Reform Commission closed an investigation into

component of a technical standard by demanding ex-

Qualcomm’s licensing practices─including those

cessive royalties, thereby “holding up” those who

pertaining to SEPs─by levying a $975 million fine on

might otherwise enter the market covered by the

the company.27 And, earlier this year, the U.S. Federal

dard.

56

Later that year, amendments to the Korea

In 2015, China’s National Development and
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Trade Commission sued Qualcomm, claiming that

South Korean court refused to suspend an order from

Qualcomm’s licensing practices violated antitrust law

the Korea Fair Trade Commission that required

28

as well as its F/RAND commitments.

More gener-

ally, in setting aside an exclusion order from the U.S.

Qualcomm to amend its SEP licensing practices.33
Meanwhile, European courts have taken a very difIn the 2015 Huawei case, the Court

International Trade Commission against Apple for

ferent direction.

competition-related reasons in 2013, the U.S. Trade

of Justice of the EU placed requirements on both SEP

Representative emphasized the impor tance of

holders and implementers regarding when SEP holders

“information on the standards-essential nature of the

can seek to enjoin implementers. 34

patent at issue if contested by the patent holder and

was adopted by German courts in several 2016 cases,

the presence or absence of patent hold-up or reverse

which require implementers to respond “diligently”

This approach

In addition, the［ITC］should make explicit

with acceptance or a counteroffer once SEP holders

findings on these issues to the maximum extent

make a F/RAND license offer.35 The U.K. court in Un-

possible.”29

wired Planet International v. Huawei elaborated on the

hold-up.

Court cases also reflected concern over the actions

meaning of FRAND, holding that courts can look to

In the 2013 case Microsoft v. Motoro-

royalties in licenses that are comparable to the one be-

of SEP holders.

la, a U.S. district court held that the “proper methodol-

fore them.36

ogy” in ascertaining what constitutes a reasonable and

pointed to a recognition that implementers of standards

non-discriminatory royalty requires accounting for

are just as prone to abuse as are innovators and that

possible royalty stacking.30

Later that year, another

good policy calls for a balance between the natural

U.S. court in Innovatio echoed the importance of

interests of all parties to seek advantage, on the one

royalty stacking as a factor to consider in ascertaining

hand implementers seeking to cut their input costs,

what constitutes a RAND royalty, though it grounded

and on the other hand innovators seeking to improve

the concept of stacking in the “evaluat［ion of］a

their returns on investments in innovation deployed

proposed RAND rate in the light of the total royalties

through standards.

an implementer would have to pay to practice the
standard.”31

The next year, the Federal Circuit in

All of these European decisions have

A particularly sharp example of the response─and,
arguably, the over-response─of authorities across the

“ t］
Ericsson set the bar even higher, explaining that ［

globe to fears of SEPs was the 2015 amendments to

he district court need not instruct the jury on hold-up

the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

or stacking unless the accused infringer presents

Standards Association（IEEE）’s patent policy.

actual evidence of hold-up or stacking.

Certainly

influential SSO, upon deciding, without any evidence,

something more than a general argument that these

that its earlier policy required change, began mandating

32

This

These

that the determination of reasonable royalty rates

decisions sent the message that U.S. courts were apt

“should” account for the “Smallest Salable Patent

to act against SEP holders and in favor of standards

Practicing Unit,” or SSPPU theory.37 Under this the-

implementers seeking low-cost access to patented

ory, the royalty base for patent license agreements

technologies used in standards, in both instances based

should be determined by the smallest component

on what we now know to be the mistaken belief that

within a device that practices a given patent.38 IEEE’s

supposed abuses of SEP holders required tilting the

generalized adoption of SSPPU theory was misguided

law in favor of implementers and against innovators.

in its failure to consider value-adding synergies and

Courts in Asia have also acted against SEP-holders.

downstream complementary effects that result from

Among other instances, in September of this year, a

the combination of patented technology with other

phenomena are possibilities is necessary.”

57
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elements of a product.

But it proceeded nonetheless,

fueled by calls from standards implementers to make
39

looks today.

Unfortunately, though, today’s system is

not cured of all ills.

Rather, in the U.S., it is a system

In addition, the IEEE

now plagued by a new abusive phenomenon called “ef-

began prohibiting SEP holders from seeking to enjoin

ficient infringement,” whereby well-funded firms sim-

infringers until after adjudication by a court and

ply ignore others’ intellectual property rights, relying

standards adoption less costly.

40

exhausting first-level appellate review.

This change

on the fact that litigation is unlikely to occur in today’s

represented yet another concession to implementer

weak patent system and no more expensive than tak-

interests, and against the interests of the patent

ing a license when it does occur.46

holders participating in standards-setting efforts.

which the value of patents is so low that 30 percent of

One final approach to cutting back on the patent sys-

It is a system in

U.S. start-ups worth over $1B have no patents,47 and

tem’s strength over the last decade was to restrict

where the rate at which start-ups are being created in

what is eligible for patent protection in the first place.

the U.S. has fallen : in 2014, only about 450,000 new

In Bilski, a 2010 case in which the U.S. Supreme Court

U.S. firms were born, while 500,000 to 600,000 were

found that business methods are not necessarily pre-

created “every year from the late 1970s to the mid-

cluded from patent protection, the Court nevertheless

2000s.”48 Today’s U.S. IP system is one in which the

held that the claims at issue were unpatentable as an

number of patent applications grew by just 2.34

41

abstract idea.

A series of 2012-2014 Supreme Court

percent between 2014 and 2015, and 1.02 percent the

decisions were notable for more directly restricting

year before,49 as innovators increasingly elect to retain

what is eligible for patent protection.

The Court in

their innovations as trade secrets rather than disclose

Mayo v. Prometheus held that a diagnostic method, in

them to competitors in exchange for weak patent

this case a relationship between drug metabolite levels

protection. 50

and the proper dosage of the drug, was not patentable

contributed to standards is ironically worth much less

because it represented a law of nature.42

The next

than technology held out of standards, a system in

year, in the Myriad case, the Court held that an isolat-

which standards opt-out is a serious risk, 51 and a

ed human gene sequence was not patentable because

system that gives rise to outcomes that seem unfair to

it was a product of nature.43 Finally, in 2014 the Court

innovators, as captured by this 2015 example described

in Alice held that claims to using a computer to

by the Wall Street Journal as follows : “the man with

“mitigat[e] ‘settlement risk’” were also not patentable,

the best claim to have invented the technology in

because they covered an abstract idea.

44

These cases

It is a system in which technology

dispute . . . will have to settle for whatever［products］

severely constricted the U.S. patent system’s scope :

［his licensee］and his own company can sell until his

between 2014 and 2015, the rate at which district

devices are driven out of the market by cheaper

courts invalidated patents grew from about 15 percent

Chinese models or crushed by patent litigation.”52

to over 27 percent, and the rate at which infringement

The U.S. patent system is currently alone in

was found to have taken place dropped from about 23

discriminating against software innovation, such that

percent to 14 percent.

2.

45

Today

important innovations in this critical leadership field
can be per-se unpatentable no matter how inventive
they are.

This remains so, even while the same

innovations readily receive patent protection in other
All of these efforts to cut down on the strength of IP

important countries from Europe to Asia.53

─those from courts, legislatures, and antitrust author-

Indeed, the U.S. patent system has now fallen to

ities worldwide─have led us to the IP system as it

tenth strongest in the world, tied with Hungary and

58
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well behind the strength of the patent systems in many
important countries in Asia and Europe.

54

is the role of standards-deployed innovation, or innovations that are put into the marketplace as part of

Globally, we currently know that if a party infringes

standards.

Such innovations have enabled us, for

a patent in China it will be liable for perhaps a few

example, to use our now ubiquitous mobile devices to

thousand dollars, perhaps a few million at the ex-

quickly connect with others on different devices and

55

treme, while, if a party is accused of using a patent in

through different modes of communication, and such

China to violate the antitrust laws, it will be liable for

innovations will be even more crucial for human

perhaps $1 billion in damages.56

So we see a huge

advancement going forward.58 Innovation-based stan-

present day disparity between the positive value of the

dards have emerged as the key enablers, the network

patent property right and the cost of abusing it.

building blocks that will bring IOT and Fourth

And

finally, we are faced today with a great divergence in

Industrial Revolution to life.

the treatment of standards-deployed innovation, as the

technology era dominated progress in the second half

U.S. and Asia look at innovators with open suspicion

of the 20th Century, standards-deployed innovation

while Europe on the other hand sees a need for balance

must dominate the 21st Century.

in the treatment of innovators and implementers
participating in standards development.

If the information

However, as important as standards-deployed innovations are, they also involve substantial risks, and

The pervasiveness of today’s issues gives rise to an

these risks are borne by the innovators themselves.

important question : did courts, legislatures, and anti-

By contributing to a standard, innovators limit their

trust authorities tackling the formerly-“too strong” IP

potential income streams to royalty payments from use

system go too far ?

of the products that implement the standard.59 In oth-

3.

er words, whereas other innovators might be able to

Looking Forward

alter the price of their products as a means of adjusting
their own potential for income, standards-contributing

It is against this backdrop─of a system recently

innovators are limited to income from royalty pay-

perceived as too-strong, then cut down, and now

ments.

struggling with the consequences of all the weakening

contributing their innovations to standards.

change, that we must contemplate the future of IP.

In

dards-deployed innovators also must agree to license

discussing the next 10 years, this paper aims not to

on RAND terms,60 effectively setting an upper limit on

provide predictions of what will happen, but rather to

royalties they might receive, and they must disclose

highlight what must be done in light of clear trends

their technologies, further increasing the risk they

that have developed.

take on. The innovator’s value equation for contribut-

To put it simply, in planning for the future and craft-

They have given up feature differentiation by
Stan-

ing new technology to standards has always been

ing policies that shape it, we need to account for the

tenuous.

fact that we are in an innovation-driven world.

In-

advancement have been based largely on the winner-

No coun-

take-all business model that drives innovation to the

try wants to be relegated to a mere manufacturer’s

pace of a single winner in each technology area. 61

role.

Good for the single winner, but bad for everyone else.

centing innovation must be our top priority.

Everybody wants to play in the innovation

game.
Our immediate future falls within an era called the

That is why past generations of technology

Standards-deployed innovation, on the other hand,
creates ecosystems that produce many winners, start-

Fourth Industrial Revolution, one likely defined by

ing with consumers of the resulting products.

“The Internet of Things”（IOT）
.57 Crucial to this era

ample, as standards for mobile networks progressed

For ex-

59
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from 2G to 3G to 4G, transmission speeds increased

that hold-up is not a real-world issue and despite that

by a factor of 12,000, and from 2005 to 2013 the global

there are other mechanisms already in place to protect

average cost per megabyte of cellular data decreased

against anticompetitive outcomes in the SEP context.66

by 99%.

62

A 2015 article reported that mobile tech-

The problem with antitrust’s encroachment on IP is

nologies generated an estimated annual consumer

particularly dangerous because the outcome of such

63

All of

encroachment is not readily apparent, as it is impossi-

this is a product of the great innovation-accelerator of

ble to know “what could have been,” had more innova-

the 21st century─the standards-deployed innovation

tions been incented.

business model.

Thus, to ensure that standards-

countries extra-territorially enforce their different an-

deployed innovators choose to take this risk and

titrust laws, it creates costs for those who have to deal

contribute to standards, we must actively incent their

with multiple jurisdictions and are subject to those dif-

innovation.

fering laws.

surplus of 6.4 trillion dollars in six countries.

That’s where the IP system comes in.

IP rights both reward SEP inventors by allowing

Furthermore, when different

In applying antitrust law to IP, it is also

important to heed principles of comity.

This means

them to recoup some of the value invested in past in-

that countries cannot apply their antitrust laws to IP

ventions, and enable future innovation by serving as a

registered or protected under another country’s laws,

source of funds for future research and development.

nor can they issue world-wide remedies pertaining to

For the IP system to successfully incent standards-de-

IP, as the KFTC recently did.67

ployed innovation, we must first be careful going for-

So, keeping in mind the changes to our IP system

ward not to let antitrust law impede the IP system’s

over the last 10 years, its current condition and chal-

protections, and must look beyond what the U.S. 9th

lenges, and the baseline antitrust interface that should

Circuit described as “an obvious tension between the

guide how we shape it going forward, and cognizant

64

patent laws and antitrust laws.”

As the Supreme

that the resolution of today’s issues should not be the

Court has recognized, intellectual property law modi-

occasion to back slide into the same issues we con-

fies antitrust law, not vice versa : “The patent laws

fronted ten years ago, the question is : what actions

which give a 17-year monopoly on ‘making, using, or

should be taken over the next ten years ?

selling the invention’ are in pari materia with the anti65

trust laws and modify them pro tanto.”

Where IP

One approach is already on the rise among conservative groups in the U.S. such as the Conservative Ac-

and antitrust intersect, then, we must favor innovation

tion Project.

as the source of dynamic competition over antitrust’s

contrary to that of the last ten years ; it calls for

static competition agenda.

Unlike antitrust, IP law

strengthening the IP system on the central belief that

promotes progress in innovation by incentivizing the

IP is “property” to which inventors have an exclusive

efficient resolution of disputes and supporting pooling

right just as with real property and tangible personal

and cross-licensing arrangements, allowing innovators

property, and that a stronger IP system will favor inno-

to cooperate with one another rather than become

vator interests internationally and in the trade area.68

stuck in deadlock.

This approach reflects a line of thinking

Rather than offer a specific approach like that of the

Recent actions by the Korean Fair Trade Commis-

Conservative Action Project, this paper offers five

sion and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and De-

points that should be incorporated into policies going

partment of Justice have created cause for concern on

forward.

this front.

avoid acting too quickly.

For example, driven largely by fears of pat-

First, be cautious with further reform ;
Second, take care to ground

ent hold-up, the U.S. FTC and DOJ set out to restrain

actions in evidence, rather than theory, fear, or conjec-

the enforcement of SEPs, despite, as mentioned above,

ture.

60

Third, aim to recalibrate the IP system’s cover-
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age so as to return to the view that “anything under
69

the sun that is made by man” is patentable.

acting to afford them adequate protection to continue

Fourth,

innovating and contributing in light of those risks,

recognize the irreplaceable importance of IP rights to

something which is central to the fifth point as well.

incenting innovation and, in doing so, be prepared to

Also implicit in protecting standards-deployed innova-

accept some of the consequences that arise as an inevi-

tion business models is recognizing that implementers

table part of a strong IP system.

will always outnumber their counterparts in “coopeti-

Fifth, and finally,

celebrate and protect standards-deployed innovation

tion,” the innovators.

business models as the highest form of coopetition yet

there is strong IP protection – there will be disputes.

devised.

The IP system has always been controversial, because

As to the first point, learn from the mistake of the
IEEE in amending its policy prematurely.

And further implicit where

it represents humanity’s long term savings plan for the

Changes to

future, whereby we agree to pay higher prices now in

the IP system are useful and even necessary, but they

exchange for cures for disease and new products that

must be based in reality.

will come tomorrow.

This is where the second

We must accept that if we want

point comes in ; instead of, for example, following the

to invest for our and our children’s future, it will re-

lead of those who have attacked IP rights out of theo-

quire accelerating innovation, which will require strong

retical fears, or to advantage their own business mod-

incentives, which will attract some level of disputes

els, policy makers must assess the reality of the situa-

and controversy.

tions they are addressing.

Look to data, not just

increased disputes, but absent those rights we are

Had those who feared hold-up and royalty

surely depriving ourselves and our children of crucial,

theory.

stacking heeded this advice, they might have noticed
that between 1994 and 2013, as the price of mobile

Stronger IP rights may come with

impactful innovations.
So in the last ten years we have successfully “re-

phones fell and the number of manufacturers and de-

formed” IP to prevent abuse.

vices sold rose, SEP holders’ average gross margin re-

need to re-fortify it to maximize innovation.

mained constant, suggesting that, as mentioned above,

champion, not punish, those who bravely sacrifice their

these fears were unfounded.
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In the next ten, we
We must

hard-won innovations to standards for broad ecosys-

Regarding the third point, the state of today’s patent

tem benefit.

We must exercise regulatory humility in

system suggests that the strategy of narrowing the

the application of antitrust laws to avoid having them

universe of patentable subject matter does not produce

discourage the very standards-deployed innovation

good results.

they should champion.

Instead, we are better off widening the

We must employ IP-based in-

reach of the patent system so as not to preclude entire

centives so that the Fourth Industrial Revolution and

industries from its valuable protections.

IOT produce all the broad human benefits we know

Fine-grained

doctrines like inventive step and disclosure require-

they are capable of producing.

ments are far better suited to the heavy lifting of patentability determinations, versus the over broad brush
of subject matter discrimination.
As to the fourth point, recall the ways in which innovation has shaped our world thus far, and set policies
that will actively incent more innovation into the future.

Lean in for innovation and those who make it

happen.

Doing so requires recognition of the risks

that standards-contributing innovators take on, and
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